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Fire detection system for the house
1.Abstract

Using XMC_1100 Boot Kit, a temperature sensor and LEDs i created a project which measures 
the temperature of the environment and prevents any types of problems.
2.Introduction

Using the analogical temperature sensor LM_35 i will measure the temperature in the house. If 
the temperature increases sharply,over 40-45 degrees, a red LED, P 0.6, will light.When the 
temperature is over 60-65 degrees the red LED, P 0.7 ,will be turned on and over 100 degrees  the 
green LED, P 2.1, will light.If the temperature in the house is in the normal limits the blue LED will
light and we will know that everything is under control.
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3.System Overview

4.Schematic and components
For implementation i used the following components:

-XMC 1100 Boot Kit

-temperature sensor LM-35



It has 3 pins behaves as a transistor:VCC-5V ;OUT- data transmitting analog signal; and GND 
(ground).

   -4 LEDs with 1kohm resistance.
  Each LED is connected to GND:

-first LED is connected to pin P0.5
-2nd LED is connected to pin P0.6
-3rd LED is connected to pin P0.7
-4th LED is connected to pin P2.1

Sensor test:



In my project i used a temperature sensor LM-35 which has 3 pins and acts like a transistor. 
The right part of the sensor contains VCC-5V.Through the middle of the wire the analogical signal 
is sent.The left one contains the ground,GND.Each LED  is connected at GND,then the first LED is 
connected to P0.5,the second one to PO.6,the third LED to P0.7 and the last one to P2.1.
The code contains a block ADC Measurement,4 Digital IO for the 4 LEDs and a global register 
ADC.

In the main function i initialized measurement conversion ADC(analogical digital 
convert).The void function contains ADC_Measurement_Handler,which is a recursive one.I used a 
static  variable,which will give the result of the channel from ADC.This variable will be compared 
with the first limit ,which will light the first LED.

The void function ADC Measurement Handler converts the temperature in signal.It takes his
voltage from 5V and from the data wire which goes to the LEDs.
The data pine of the temperature sensor gives a different temperature of the input voltage,giving at 
the output a different voltage,which depends of the temperature which he gets exposed to.If the first
voltage is 4V,the temperature is the normal limits.That is shortly what ADC Measurement does.

For every IO digital block  the Input/Output pine is set.The settings on the OUTPUT are 
Push Pull mode and the initial level is Low.

The source code is:
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